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THE  ANTIAUTOMORPHISM  OF THE
STEENROD  ALGEBRA

DONALD   M.   DAVIS

Abstract. Combinatorial techniques are used to obtain some

formulas for the canonical antiautomorphism of the Steenrod

algebra.

In this note we shall prove some nice formulas involving the canonical

antiautomorphism % of the mod// Steenrod algebra [1].

Theorem 1.   x(^"-1+---+"+1)=(-i)^v-K . .^»^1,

Theorem 2.    For n^k, x(Sq2"-k) = Sq2"~1- ■ ■Sq2'"1(x(Sq2'"1-k)).

XiSq2"'1^) = Sq2k~\(Sq2t~2-k) + Sq^^Sq2"^1 ■ • • Sq3SqK

I wish to thank Mark Mahowald, Sholom Rosen, and Greg Burnham

for helpful suggestions.

Let S(i) denote the sum of all Milnor basis elements [1] of the form 3PR

in dimension /'.In [1, Corollary 6] is it shown that x(^>i) = (—l)iS(2i(p-1)).

Thus Theorem 1 will follow by induction once we have shown that

0>9*r-t _ S(2(pn^1-l))=S(2(pn-l)). Indeed we shall prove

Proposition.

gp* ■ s(l) = y (2 P'r*\ &R,
r \   pm  /

where the sum is taken over all sequences R=(rx, • • •) having 2 2(/»* — l)r¿ =

l+2mip-l).

Then we need merely to note that if 2 2(/»' —l)r¿=2(//"—1), then 2f!/"í=
pn-l + 2ri and 1 = lriS2ipn-l)ßip-l), and hence pn<% p^S

p-\-\-pn, so that

( V» ■1 (mod p).

Proof of Proposition.   The product contains a term

\g*rv.,.)n(;;>
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for each Milnor matrix

a,    r» — a9

such that 2//¿_1a¿=/M. In summing these, it is useful to note that ifsx, • ■ ■

is a finite sequence of positive integers and B ranges over all sequences

bx, ■ ■ ■  such that 0^/3¿^j¿ and 2 bt=k, then

V FT IsA = ŒSA

ïVW       V   k  /
This is proved by comparing coefficients of xk in ri(l-(-x)*< = (l +x)ES/.

Also we shall make use of the well-known facts

t) = {pPÛmoàp' and (C)a0mod^

if /3 is not divisible by pl. These are proved by comparing coefficients of

x»'tt (respectively x6) in il+x)pir=il+xp')r.

Thus we have

^•*o-zzn(rV"-Z2n (£')*■

-zz n (*')*"-zi2*'/**
RB    i    \bi/ r \  pm  I

Here R ranges over sequences (rls ■ ■ •) having 2 2(/»i— l)ri=l+2mip— 1),

^4 ranges over sequences (a,, • • •) having ^pl~1ai=m, and R ranges over

sequences (bx, ■ • ■) having 2 bt=pm.

Theorem 2 follows by similar techniques using the following lemmas,

which are easily proved by induction.

Lemma 1.    If^(2i-l)ri=2n-k with n^k, then 2 r^k. Ifn=k-l,
the above is true except for the case when all /"¿=1.

Lemma 2.    Sq2 _1Sq2   ~x ■ ■ ■ Sq3Sqx equals the Milnor basis element

having 1 in the first k components.
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